Word Recreation

1. Fifi had a black face with a _______ nose.
   (Small)

2. I found Susan and Stewart in quite a state of _______.
   (Elation)

3. Jill was _______. She liked chasing cats and running away.
   (Mischievous)

4. On ________, our farmer reports that when the paper boy comes around to make deliveries he plays with the dog.
   (Investigation)

5. Prince Valiant had a _______ body with long legs and a cropped tail.
   (Stocky)

6. Lady Tabu was a _______ to C.S. Mott from his son Harding Mott and his Wife, Gerry (Isabel Specht) Mott.
   (Gift)

7. Peanuts was overjoyed and full of _______ and since that time has been my constant _________.
   (Affection) (Companion)

8. Cousin Ruth showed off her dog, Toby, and his _______ ability in the pool.
   (Retrieving)

9. Scooch used to _______ flowers out of floral arrangement. Scooch got into an arrangement and the staff swatted her, causing Mrs. Mott to scold the staff
   (Eat)

10. Pepper was the first dog to _______ at Applewood only.
    (Live)